The 12 Tribes of Israel

Reuben - So called Seminole Indians / Aboriginal Australians
Simeon - So called Dominicans
Levi - So called Haitians
Judah - So called African Americans / Negores
Zebulon - Guatemalans / Panamanians
Issachar - So called Mexicans
Gad - So called North American Indians
Asher - Columbians/ Brazilians / Argentines / Venezuelans
Naphtali - Hawaiians / Samoans / Tongans / Fijians
Ephraim - So called Puerto Ricans
Manasseh - So called Cubans
Benjamin - So called Jamaicans / West Indies/ Trinidadians

THE TRIBE OF BENJAMIN: Jamaicans / West Indies / Trinidadians
The 12 Tribes of Israel: were prophesied to split apart in 1Kings 11:31-39
The split actually happened in 1Kings 12:16-24

Reuben - So called Seminole Indians / Aboriginal Australians
Simeon - So called Dominicans
Zebulon - Guatemalans / Panamanians
Issachar - So called Mexicans
Gad - So called North American Indians
Asher - Colombians/ Brazilians / Argentines / Venezuelans
Napthali - Hawaiians / Samoans / Tongans / Fijians
Ephraim - So called Puerto Ricans
Manasseth - So called Cubans

Judah - So called African Americans / Negroes
Benjamin - So called Jamaicans/ West Indies/ Trinidadians
Levi - So called Haitians

The 14 books of the APOCRYPHA (above) were removed from the original KJV bible in 1885: leaving 66 books. It tells in 2 Esdras 13:40-45, how the Northern tribes sailed to Arsareth a.k.a. America (North, South, and Central Americas) But the Southern tribes remained in the East; for a period of time.
Images of the Hebrew Israelites

The children of Israel in ancient Egypt.

These images and engravings above prove that the Hebrew Israelites were a people of Negro or Black decent. They are wearing their hair in locks, twists, or braids and natural kinky and wooly form. Their beards are also kinky and wooly. There are also many, many more images of the Hebrews of the bible.

The Most High God and Christ also have a “wooly” head Daniel 7:9 & Revelation 1:14
In 70 A.D., the children of Israel fled into the Atlas mountains of Africa; and other western regions, and smaller groups scattered in Africa. Under Roman persecution of General Vespasian, and his son Titus; the Jews (Hebrews) that remained in Jerusalem were slaughtered and enslaved. Christ prophesied of this in:


The Negro slaves brought to America, are descendants of the Jews that came into West Africa from Israel. Between the slave trade of 1500-1870, the Jews were dispersed to the Americas and abroad. The Israelites hid in a region where they could blend in with the dark skin Hamites. Israelites were dark skin Shemites.
The Tribe of Benjamin

Ban-yam-yan – Benjamin

- The wolf is the symbol that represents the tribe of Benjamin
- Benjamin/or Banyamyan in Hebrew, is translated as “Son of the Right”

Wolf – known for their boldness & fierceness of attack; live and hunt in family groups called packs. The wolf has developed the capacity to survive in the most inhospitable of climates.

The stone or gem that represents the tribe of Benjamin is called Yash’pheh in the Hebrew. This is translated as Jasper. The jasper stone comes in a variety of many colors.

Genesis 49  Bible prophecies that identify the tribe of Benjamin

Gen 49:27  Benjamin shall ravin as a wolf: in the morning he shall devour the prey, and at night he shall divide the spoil.

Deuteronomy

Deu 33:12  And of Benjamin he said, The beloved of the LORD shall dwell in safety by him; and the LORD shall cover him all the day long, and he shall dwell between his shoulders.
The biblical prophecy concerning Benjamin as a wolf is the best way to distinguish this tribe amongst the nations and other people of the earth. The group of people that fit this prophecy more than any other people in the world are the offspring of the “Maroons and their offspring”.

The Maroons of Jamaica, West Indies, & Trinidad

Enslaved West Africans who had escaped into the wilderness to form their own separate communities, especially in the Jamaica and West Indies were called Maroons.

Maroon- comes from the Spanish word cimarrón meaning wild or untamed.
- It also means fugitive or run-away (slave), or savage

The Maroons were also referred to as Coromantees. This tribe of people resided on the coast of West Africa. In reality they are the Benjamite of the tribe Benjamin. They possessed renowned characteristics of:

- **Pride** and discipline.
- Courageousness and stubbornness – *(would not conform to slavery)*

The Negroes of Jamaica, the West Indies and Trinidad are the direct descendants of the runaway slaves who established free communities in the mountainous interior of Jamaica during slavery.

In the New World, as early as 1512, black slaves had escaped from Spanish and Portuguese captors and either joined indigenous peoples or eked out a living on their own.1

The Maroons organized dozens of slave rebellions in Jamaica and the West Indies.
The so called Tainos/Arawaks are believed to be a remnant of the tribe of Israel, known as Simeon; that sailed to the New World around and between 800-700 B.C.

The Tainos were Negro people. They are not from African origin, but they are Hebrew Israelites from the ancient land of Israel.

The Negro slaves had escaped from Spanish and Portuguese slave masters and either joined the Tainos/Arawaks groups of the islands, or made a living on their own.

The family lineage of a person is determined by the seed of the Father. The majority of Negro Jamaicans, West Indidans, and or Trinidadians that have a native island Negro father are actual descendants of the Maroons; “who are the actual tribe of Benjamin; children of Israel.” Because the Native Indians were also Hebrew Israelites; others that may have Native so called Taino/Arawak fathers are also Israelites.
Genesis 49  Bible prophecies identifying the tribe of Benjamin

49:27 Benjamin shall ravin as a wolf: in the morning he shall devour the prey, and at night he shall divide the spoil.

Benjamin shall ravin as a wolf............

{ravin- (Hebrew meaning) to pluck off or pull to pieces; to supply with food; catch without doubt, feed, rend in pieces, surely, tear in pieces}

- The Maroons would “ravin” their enemy plantation masters and also the militia men of the English forces.
- A pack of wolves attack and “ravin” their prey.
The maroons rebelled against colonialism, against enslavement, against discrimination and against racism. They preferred death over slavery and they used every inch of the fighting spirit that God gave to them to release themselves out of bondage.

**Genesis 49:27**

*...... in the morning he shall devour the prey, and at night he shall divide the spoil.*

“Taking Down their enemies” ---- Maroons raid plantations, caravans, and fought military armies

These efforts included plantation raids, the killing of white militiamen, and the freeing of slaves. They would raid plantations, taking food, women, ammunition, guns, and supplies (spoils) with them; and “divide the spoils” amongst one another. **Spoils** —booty, prey, reward.

When some of these slaves escaped, they formed small bands that mercilessly attacked the Spanish mule train caravans with their cargoes of the richest gold, silver and supplies for the colonies. As more and more runaway slaves joined these bands, their ranks swelled to formidable sizes. Maroons were very resourceful people.

"Taking Down Prey” ---- Wolf packs hunting prey, and dividing the food **(spoil).**

Wolves always hunt their prey in packs. And when they bring down their prey, they share in the meal; or in other words "divide the spoil"!
The Maroons were known for:

- They were known for their dangerous character.
- Their "superior strength" was highly valued (especially by slave traders).
- They were strong and active; with "ferocious tendencies".

The Maroons wait in "ambush" for their enemies. Maroon lookout-man hiding

Another advantage that the Maroons utilized were look out men. Since the English predominantly came looking for the Maroons, Maroons could wait in hiding, waiting for the English to make a move. Look out men would spot approaching forces. Then they would lie in wait in the brush that emitted the same odor, camouflaging their scent; "bushing up" was the term they used to describe this. So good were the Maroons at camouflage that legends grew about them. It was said that the Maroons had the ability to appear and disappear at will, to stand so still in the evergreen that a party of soldiers could walk right past them and not see them. When they raided plantations it was said that the guard dogs could not even detect their approach.

Wolf pack ambush of their prey. Wolf hiding in the brush
The Maroon Abeng

An abeng was made from a cow’s horn, able to produce many sounds; each with its own meaning and able to be heard from great distances. Abeng horns were an important part of Maroon communication during the increasing presence of the British troops. When the abeng was blown, it would strike fear and confusion in the minds and hearts of the British militia men; who dreaded the sound of the abeng. Once the alarm was sounded, every Maroon knew what to do.

Wolves use one form of communication known as howling. Wolves howl for several reasons. Howling helps pack members keep in touch, allowing them to effectively communicate in thickly forested areas or over great distances. Furthermore, howling helps to summon pack members to a specific location.

- The Hebrew Israelite ram horn shofar is very similar to the abeng that was used by the Maroons. This horn was first used as a trumpet by 7 Levitical priests in Joshua 6:4,5

- “Once again proving” that the Maroons possessed Hebrew Israelite knowledge, by creating such an instrument from animal horns. They brought this understanding from Israel to Africa, and from Africa to Jamaica.
Deuteronomy 33:12
And of Benjamin he said, The beloved of the LORD shall dwell in safety by him; and the Lord shall cover him all the day long, and he shall dwell between his shoulders.

Shoulders- (Hebrew meaning) – root meaning to clothe; side-piece or lateral projection of anything – arm, corner, shoulder, side, undersetter-(to prop; to support; a pedestal)

The Cockpit country in Jamaica are the “SHOULDERS” of the Lord; where the Benjamites dwelt in safety and protection from their enemies; The Blue Mountains.

- The cockpits are “highlands” furrowed through and through, with a series of gaps or ravines, crevices, and caves.
- These hilly mountains and mountaintops clothed and covered the Maroons and supported them and their communities; known as “Maroon towns”.

These cockpits posed a large problem for the English in their tracking down of the Maroons. Walking along single file through the cockpits the English would have little to no escape route. Once the English soldiers were deep inside the cockpits, or where the Maroons felt that their enemies were most venerable, Maroon sharpshooters would shoot and kill their enemy with deadly accuracy, leaving their enemy little to no chance of escape.

Another advantage that the Maroons held on the English during the First Maroon War, were the expertise of the land and mountains that Maroons lived amongst and fought on. Maroons knew the terrain of the land and mountains much better than the English, giving them a greater advantage. “The Most High God was the Protection of His people!”

“Sheoulders of the Lord a.k.a. (Cockpit Country) a.k.a. Blue Mountains.”
In the 19th to 20th century, most Maroon communities began to disperse. More so because the forests where they dwelled were becoming urbanized. There are still Maroon communities throughout Guyana and Suriname in the forests of Jamaica. These people believe in living a lifestyle that is similar to that of their fore-fathers, living away from modern influence. Even though the other Jamaican Negro populations do not consider themselves Maroons they are still the offspring of Maroons. These people believe they are Africans. In reality they are Hebrew Israelites; of the Benjamin tribe!

**Nanny of the Maroons**

Besides the prophecies in *Genesis 49:27* and *Deuteronomy 33:12*, there are many other biblical curses that help identify the Negroes of Jamaica, West Indies, and Trinidad as the children of Israel. These curses (*Deuteronomy 28:14-68*) were given to God’s “chosen people” for being disobedience to His laws, statutes, and commandments; causing them to be scattered throughout the four corners of the earth.

A Jamaican Negro known as **Marcus Garvey** led a “Back to Africa” movement in the 1920’s and 30’s. He was a publisher, journalist, entrepreneur, and orator who taught that the Africans were the true Hebrew Israelites who had been exiled to Jamaica and other parts of the world as divine punishment! Garvey encouraged pride in being black and worked to reverse the mindset of inferiority that centuries of enslavement had ingrained on the minds of Negroes.

Garvey prophesied in 1927, that a king would be crowned in Africa.
Birth of a Movement (*RASTAFARI*)

On November 2, 1930, Ras Tafari Makonnen was crowned emperor of Ethiopia (he ruled until 1974). At his coronation he took the name Haile Selassie, meaning "Might of the Trinity."

Selassie also took the titles, "Conquering Lion of the Tribe of Judah, Elect of God and King of the Kings of Ethiopia." It is *claimed* that Selassie could trace his lineage back to king Solomon and Queen Sheba.....There is no Biblical record of ANY sexual relations between king Solomon and the Queen of Sheba!!!

- If such an incident ever occurred, it would have been mentioned in the Scriptures that testify of the actual physical communication of king Solomon and Queen Sheba....the Holy Bible!

- Anything outside the historical records of the Israelite Hebrews cannot be considered completely authentic and without question. We must not strive in genealogies; attempting to trace someone’s personal ancestry (1 Timothy 1:4 & Titus 3:9).

Even if Halie Selassie was a Hebrew descendant; it doesn’t make him the prophesied Christ! This only makes him a “possible” Hebrew Israelite.

Followers of Garvey's teachings believed that Selassie was the “messiah” that had been predicted. These followers named their movement *Ras Tafari;* (Halie Selassie’s actual birth name),
Rastafari members call themselves Rastafarians. Rastas regarded Selassie as the physical presence of God (Jah) on earth; in the form of Christ. “Selassie himself, explicitly denied his “so called” divine status!”

+ Marcus Garvey did not believe Hallie Selassie was even a competent leader, and certainly not divine!!!

The Rastafarian movement first became visible in Jamaica in the 1930s, when peaceful communities were founded in the Kingston slums. During this time the Rastafarians developed a distinctive style of language, hairstyle, art, music, etc. Rastafarian brothers are probably closer to achieving their true identity and history than any other religious sects in Jamaica, West Indies, and Trinidad.

Rastas are correct in believing Jesus (Yashaya) was Black; Christ was a Negro. But Hallie Selassie is NOT the reincarnated Christ, and he is not divine!!! Where is that PROOF?!

The Lion of Judah is Yashaya (Jesus) Christ; who was the seed of David in the flesh. He is the Son of the Most High God! Christ came through the tribe of Judah- the predominantly Negroes of North America. Judah is symbolized as the Lion. Benjamin is symbolized as the Wolf. Judah and Benjamin are 2 of Jacob’s 12 sons. Judah and Benjamin are brothers!

There is nothing wrong with Rastas acknowledging the Lion of Judah. But the truth is that they are actually represented by the Wolf; according to God. And this “does not” take away from their significance!

After the Flood, (that was recorded in the Biblical book of Genesis) Noah’s three sons Shem, Japheth, and Ham populated the entire earth. Noah and all his sons were Black men! And all the nations from then and until now, derived from these three sons. The Ethiopians were a nation of people the derived from Ham. The Hebrew Israelites derived from Shem. It is said that ALL Black people came from Ham. “This is a LIE!”

In the Zondervan Bible Dictionary, the definition of Ham “proves” that the Negroes are not descendants of Ham. The Negroes that went into slavery are the bloodline offspring of Shem.
The sacred text of Rastafarians is the **Holy Piby**, the "Black Man's Bible." It was compiled by Robert Athlyi Rogers of Anguilla from 1913 to 1917 and published in 1924. The Holy Piby is a version of the Christian Bible that has been altered to remove all the deliberate distortions that are believed to have been made by white leaders during its translation into English.

Robert Athlyi Rogers founded an Afrocentric religion in the US and West Ind Rogers' religious movement, the Afro Athlican Constructive Church, saw Ethiopians (in the Biblical sense of Black Africans) as the chosen people of God, and proclaimed Marcus Garvey, the prominent Black Nationalist, an apostle. The church preached self-reliance and self-determination for Africans.

The darker tribes today are the Negroes of America (Judah), Negroes of Jamaica, West Indies, & Trinidad (Benjamin) & the Negroes of Haiti (Levi); Negroes scattered throughout the world.

There is still a remnant of Hebrews who remained in parts of Africa after the slave trade; even in Ethiopia. But all Black people today do not come from the same father or nation! Not all the Blacks in Ethiopia are Hebrews of Jews. **Ethiopia is a gentile nation, NOT Hebrew!**

Whether the Negroes of Jamaica, West Indies, or Trinidad accept it or not; they are the tribe of Benjamin. The Biblical prophecies identify them as Benjamites; their symbol being the Wolf.
In Revelation 1:14-15 “it describes some of the physical attributes of Christ”

1:14 *His head and his hairs were white like wool*, as white as snow; and his eyes were as a flame of fire;
1:15 *And his feet like unto fine brass, as if they burned in a furnace*; and his voice as the sound of many waters.

Ex. hairs white like wool  
Ex. Fine brass, burned in furnace

This biblical scripture proves that Yashaya (Jesus) Christ was a man of color; so called *black*! “Anyone who says it doesn’t matter is walking in ignorance of the scriptures.”

**Christ came as a Jew; Judean Hebrew Israelite!!!**

**CHRIST IS COMING BACK TO SAVE HIS PEOPLE!!!**